The gap theorem of Fabry states that if /(z) =E°*znt is a power series whose circle of convergence is the unit circle and lim nk/k = oo then the unit circle is the natural boundary of/(z).
PolyaO) proved the following converse of this result: Let w* be a sequence of integers for which lim inf nk/k < «>; then there exists a power series Ea*z"* whose circle of convergence is the unit circle and for which the unit circle is not the natural boundary.
Polya's result shows that in some sense Fabry's result is the best possible. Perhaps the following direct and elementary proof might be of some interest.
There clearly exist two sequences of integers w< and such that Vi=[(l-{-Ci)ui], m,+i>d2, and the number of nk in (w,-, »<) is greater than Ci(vi -Ui) ~>CzUi. (The c's denote absolute positive constants.)
The existence of these sequences is immediate from lim inf tih/k < °o. Denote the nk in the intervals («,-, »<) by »*'. We clearly have lim inf n{ fk<«>. For construction of /(z) we shall use only the «*. Put/(z) =Ea*z"*-We shall determine the a* so that the unit circle will be the circle of convergence and the point 1 will be a regular point of/(z). It will suffice to show that there exists a number /, l>/>0, such that the circle of convergence of /(« + 0 = E «*(* + l)n'* -E &»zm k m has radius greater than 1 -I. We shall choose /= (r -l)/r, r a sufficiently large integer. We have by the binomial expansion
We have to show that lim sup bm/m<r, for some choice of the ak with
Let e be a small but fixed number; we distinguish two cases. In case (i), m does not lie in any of the intervals ((«,/r)(l -e), (j>i/r)(l-f-e)). Then we show that for every choice of the ot with \ak\ =l,lim sup bKm <r -8, 5 = 5(e). This means that if m is large enough and does not lie in ((ui/r)(l -e), (Vi/r)(l+e)) then bn< (r-8) where in Ei tne summation is extended over the n<rm/(14-e) and in*>^2 over the n>rm/(l -e). (By assumption w does not He in ((m</V)(1 -«), (i\/r)(l 4-e)) and in (1) the n£ are all in («<, »<); thus if m<(w,-/r)(l -e), >rm/(l-e) and if m >(»,•/>) (1+e), »*' <rm/(14-e).)
Thus from (3) and (4) (by summing a geometric series) bm < dir -X)m or lim sup 6m < (r -5) which completes the proof.
In case (ii) («i/r)(l -e) < m < (t>,-/r)(l 4-«) for some **.
We write r ii bm = bm 4-6m, where
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We have , (rand we can show that lim sup b'ml/m<r as before. Now we show that we can choose the ak to be such as to make all the W for (w</r)(l -e) ^« g (»,-/r)(l 4-e) equal to 0. Thus we must determine the a* so that 2., ahCn'k,my-j = 0.
These are homogeneous equations for the a*. The number of these equations is less than 2(i/, -Ui)/r for sufficiently small e and the number of unknowns is greater than c3(i», -ui) which is greater than the number of equations for large enough r. Thus the system of equations always has a solution, and further we can suppose that the absolute value of the largest a* is 1. This will insure that the circle of convergence of/(z) will be the unit circle, which completes the proof.
It would be easy to construct by the same method an/(z) whose circle of convergence is the unit circle and whose regular points are everywhere dense on the unit circle.
Let «i<«2< ■ • • be a sequence whose maximal density is a. Polya proved(2) that if /(z) =Ea*2"* 's a power series, the radius of convergence of which is 1, then no arc greater than 2wa of the unit circle is free of singular points. This is clearly a generalization of Fabry's gap theorem. It would be interesting to investigate the converse problem, that is, if »i<«* • • • is a sequence of maximal density a, what is the greatest c such that there exists a power series /(z) =Ea*z"* whose radius of convergence is 1, and such that the unit circle has a regular arc of length 27rc. In particular, is Polya's theorem best possible? So far our estimates of c are very much worse. P61ya (3) Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.
